Easy detecting signal of cognitive decline in healthy community-dwelling elderly people
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ABSTRACT

The relationship between changes of elderly people’s participation in social activities and their cognitive functions was examined. Healthy, middle and upper-middle aged people (n = 407) responded to the Nagoya University Cognitive Assessment Battery and to a questionnaire inquiring about their participation in social activities. The results suggested that those whose participation in social activities increased in the last 6 months showed better verbal functioning than those whose participation was unchanged or decreased. Moreover, those whose social participation decreased showed inferior memory function compared to those whose social participation was unchanged, or increased. Furthermore, those whose social participation increased had better information processing speed than those whose social participation decreased. These results suggest that changes in social activities might act as an important signal that is indicative of the cognitive decline in elderly people, which would be useful to local health care managers in the elderly people’s community.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Reviews on cognitive aging have stressed the importance of accumulating more data for understanding developmental changes after middle age. Studies have also strongly advocated the need to accumulate information in order to cultivate lifestyles to prevent early stage cognitive decline [1-4].

A number of studies have investigated lifestyles and cognitive functions in elderly. These studies have generally reported that people engaging in so-called cognitive social activities, such as reading books and journals and visiting to libraries and museum, have better cognitive functions than people who do not habitually engage in such activities [5-14]. However, we do not know whether the above finding is universal, and depends on factors such as research methods that were used and population characteristics of the participants, among others. Therefore, further investigations are needed to establish if the relationship between reduced cognitive social activities and declining cognitive function is culture free, pragmatically valid, and easy to detect signals of cognitive in communities of elderly people. This is especially important because the prevention of cognitive decline in elderly people is a critical task for health managers of local government.

This study was undertaken as a part of the neuropsychological section of the Yakumo study, which is a large-scale Japanese cohort study that began in 1981, designed to investigate the health of people living in the town of Yakumo in the island of Hokkaido in Japan [15]. The department of preventive medicine of the Nagoya University Medical School and the town of Yakumo jointly conducted the study. Investigations were conducted in the fields of epidemiology, internal medicine, orthopedics, neuropsychology, ophthalmologic, otolaryngology, and urology. Participants in the study were engaged in a variety of jobs, not only while color, but also agriculture, fishery and forestry. They had a relatively homogeneous
socio-economic status typical of a normal sample of Japanese people living in Yaku mo town.

We aimed to develop a quick and easy assessment technique to alert health management personnel in local government at the beginning of cognitive decline in elderly people. Previous studies have used questionnaires to identify cognitive decline in elderly people. However, questionnaire items in nearly all previous studies have addressed participants’ current, statistic state of social activities, and had not inquired about the changing state of their social activities. Therefore, we developed a new questionnaire consisting of the items followed by Buchman, Boyle, Wilson, Feilschman, Leugans, and Bennett [16], with the addition of a new item inquiring about the changes in the social activities of participants. In preparing the questionnaire, we took into consideration the fact that the participants in the current study were from a rural town that did not have enough infrastructures for social activities available to participants in previous studies, as well as the socioeconomic status of our participants, the majority of whom were retired and/or working in the primary sector of industry.

The questionnaire was administered to middle– and upper-middle-aged, healthy people living in the community. Once again, the purpose of this study was to examine if the relationship between cognitive social activities and cognitive functions reported in the study by Buchman, et al., was used universally and had cross-cultural validity, as well as to identify practical and valid indications of cognitive decline. If the questionnaire were sensitive enough to detect a cognitive decline in a community of elderly people in Japan, it would be a quick and convenient tool useful for health management staffs of local government.

2. METHODS

2.1. Study Sample

The data were collected in 2011. Middle aged and older adults (N = 407, 162 men and 245 women, age ranged 40 to 89 years, mean age 66.1 years, SD = 10.1) participated in the study.

Participants were consisted of 40’s (23 men and 46 women), 50’s (17 men and 45 women), 60’s (52 men and 76 women), 70’s (39 men and 56 women) and 80’s (24 men and 29 women).

Participants that voluntarily completed both questionnaires described below, without missing any questions and all completed a medical examination without the diagnosis of serious conditions leading to frailty, such as metastasized neoplastic disease, psychiatric illness or sign of dementia were included in the study. Data from 13 participants were excluded due to incomplete response to the Daily Lifestyle Questionnaire.

2.2. Measures

Social activity: The questionnaire on Daily Lifestyle inquired about various aspects of the social activities of the participants, including the frequency of leisure activity, interactions, visits to senior citizen’s meeting among others. This questionnaire was followed by the questionnaire by Bennett, Scheider, Buchman, Mendes de Leon, Binais, and Wilson [17] and Buchman, et al. [16]. The six items in Buchman’s original questionnaire included the following items: 1) Go to restaurant/sporting event/game; 2) Go on day trips or overnight trips; 3) Do unpaid community/volunteer work; 4) Visit relatives/friends houses; 5) Participate in groups such as the center for senior citizens; 6) Attend religious services. Participants responded by selecting one of the following three alternatives: less than several times per week, several times per months, or several times per six months. We added a new item to this questionnaire that address change in social activities; “In the last 6 months, did you have the opportunity to go out more than before?” In response to this question, the participants selected one of the three following alternatives, “increased, decreased, or unchanged.” Probably due to the relatively high homogeneity of participants’ background, a large response bias in choice distribution was shown for the most items in the questionnaire (i.e., participants’ responses were nearly unique and were not distributed into several groups). This was not the case for the responses to the new item. Therefore, responses to the new item were analyzed in this study, because this item represented a different perspective for measuring the social activities on elderly people.

Cognitive function: Participants also responded to the Nagoya University Cognitive assessment Battery (NU-CAB) that assessed individual cognitive functions, such as attention, language, memory, working memory and executive functions [18]. Both reliability and validity of the UN-CAB have been reported elsewhere [19-23]. The NU-CAB consisted of test items such as MMSE [24], Logical Memory Test (Japanese short version of Wechsler Memory Scale), Money Road Test (for visuo-spatial function assessment), Stroop Test, D-CAT (digit cancellation test) and Verbal Fluency Test (letter fluency test; LFT and semantic fluency test: SFT). The validity examination by means of the NIRS (Near-infrared Spectroscopy) identified robust activation of prefrontal cortex in the D-CAT and LFT, and both frontal and temporal cortices activation in the SFT and the Logical Memory Test [25]. In this study, we used 13 measures (MMSE, Logical memory, Money road test, Stroop dot color naming speed, Stroop dot color naming errors, Stroop letter color naming speed, Stroop letter color naming errors, D-CAT 1 letter cancellation performance, D-CAT I letter missing performance, D-CAT 3 letters cancella-
tion performance, D-CAT 3 letters missing performance, LFT, and SFT.

3. RESULTS

As expected, the distribution of responses to six items in the questionnaire was similar to the previous studies by Bennett, et al. [17] and Buchman, et al. [16] and displayed a strong bias. For example, in the item “go to restaurant/sporting event/game,” the responses using the three alternative, less than several time per week, several times per month, and several times per six month were 7, 111, and 276, respectively, for the item “go to day trips or overnight trips” were 16, 62 and 316, respectively, for the item “do unpaid community/volunteer work” were 268, 159, and 17, respectively. The only exception of response bias was for the item, “In last 6 months, did you have the opportunity to go out more than before.” Therefore, we used responses to this item to classify participants into three groups, “increased”, “unchanged” and “decreased”. The population sizes of the three groups were 43, 260, and 91, respectively (mean age were 63.1 (SD = 1.5), 65.9 (SD = 0.6), and 68.0 81 SD = 1.1), respectively. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted and the results showed that statistically significant difference of the group was found in “the opportunity to go out more than before,” “between “increased” and “decreased” group between “increased” and “decreased” (F 1, 391 = 3.39, p = 0.03) whereas no statistical difference was identified other pairings.

We also examined the relation between social activity and cognitive function for this item, which was “In last 6 months, did you have the opportunity to go out more than before.” The performance scores for different cognitive measure did not have an identical range and therefore we transformed the performance scores into Z score for statistical analyses.

Table 1 shows mean performance and standard deviation for 13 measures of cognitive performance.

Table 2 shows the results of ANOVA, which indicated that MMSE, D-CAT 1-digit performance, D-CAT 3-digits performance, Logical Memory Test, LFT, and SFT had significant group differences. Money road test and Stroop dot color naming speed showed marginally significant differences. These findings suggest that memory related measures and information processing speed related measures showed group difference, whereas error related measures showed no group difference. Significant differences were subjected to post-hoc analyses [Bonferroni α(0.05)] that revealed LFT and SFT was a significant different between the increased and unchanged groups. Logical Memory test, MMSE and Money were a significant different between unchanged and decreased groups, and D-CAT digit 1, D-CAT digit 3, LFT and SFT showed a significant different between 

4. DISCUSSION

Understanding the relationship between cognitive social activities and cognitive functions in the elderly is an important topic in contemporary aging studies. Moreover,
extending and preserving the healthy social life of elderly people is a pressing issue in the developed countries with aged societies, because of the increasing social cost of caring for elderly people that is a substantial burden on the national and local government economies of these countries. The present study was designed to gain further insights into this pressing issue. Needless to say, cognitive social activities depend on the culture, and are regulated by geographical living area, as well as era. Therefore, it is essential to establish the findings of previous studies on the relationship between cognitive social activities and cognitive functions in the elderly and have cross-cultural validity, in samples of elderly people from different cultural backgrounds. In this study, we used the same questionnaire that was used previously by Buchman, et al. [16] with one modification.

The results of the current study indicated a large response bias in most items that was observed in the previous study [16]. Therefore, our results suggest that the questionnaire used in the studies by Buchman, et al. is not necessarily culture-free, or has enough cultural sensitivity to detect relationship between cognitive social activities and cognitive functions, cross culturally. The current study was also designed to identify early cues of cognitive decline in elderly people for the benefit of health managing staffs. In order to do this, a new questionnaire item that inquired about changes in cognitive social activities was included in this study that inquired about changes in social activities. On the basis of this question, the participants were divided into three groups: those whose cognitive social activities “increased, decreased, or remained unchanged.”

An ANOVA indicated that in performing LFT and SFT, the increased group showed better performances than the unchanged group. This may have been caused by the increased opportunity for verbal communication in increased group, and may reflect better function of frontal and temporal regions in this group. Moreover, in the Logical Memory test, and MMSE, the unchanged group showed superior performance than that of decreased group. This may reflect poor memory function in the decreased group, as well as reduced function of the temporal region function in this group. Furthermore, the increased group showed better performance in D-CAT digit 1, D-CAT digit 3, LFT and SFT than the decreased group, probably indicative of better attention reflecting superior function of the frontal and temporal regions.

Firstly, these findings suggest that error-related measures have little value in the assessment of healthy, elderly people. Secondly, our results suggest that the questionnaire items used in previous, large-scale studies that investigated the relationship between social activity and cognitive function are not necessarily universally valid. When population sample is highly homogenous, inquiring about social activities by measuring cognitive (e.g., reading book, journal, newspaper, writing letter, diary), hobby activities (e.g., gardening, drawing), leisure (e.g., day trip, overnight trip), and interactive activities (e.g., religious meeting, senior center) may not be sufficiently sensitive. Thirdly, the present findings suggest that general psychological ability measured by a question about changes in cognitive social activities is useful for detecting the cognitive decline healthy elderly people, because it may be strongly related to the basic psychological intention to engage in social activities.

This psychological intention could be expressed in words such as engagement, involvement, purposiveness or imitativeness and implies a forward-looking, but not necessarily goal-achieving motivation, which may form the general basis of all social and cognitive activities. Therefore, it is important to notice early sign of “imitativeness ability” with community members. Early detection could help local government health promotion staff to reduce the social and health care costs that are an increasing burden on the national budget. One of the simplest cues of changing of “imitativeness ability” in elderly people is whether their opportunities for go-out are decreasing or still unchanged.
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**NOTES OF THE ABBREVIATIONS**

ANOVA: Analysis of Variance

D-CAT: Digit Cancellation Test

LFT: Letter Fluency Test

MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination

NIRS: Near-Infrared Spectroscopy

NU-CAB: Nagoya University Cognitive Assessment Battery

SFT: Semantic Fluency Test